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Your mission is to search the mysterious nature of a paradise island, following the footsteps of the deceased, hoping to find the answers to the lost paradise. Paradise Killer is an immersive
detective game, inspired by movie classics, novels and short stories. In Paradise Killer you, as a detective, explore the island, solving mysteries and trying to find out, who killed the lady and
why is she dead. Paradise Killer features a collection of puzzles and each solution has multiple possible solutions, forcing the player to make difficult choices, in order to unravel the mysteries
and the fates of all the characters. Key Features: • The story unfolds as you explore the island and will keep you on the edge of your seat • Watch as the story unfolds and the story itself
moves you deeper into Paradise Killer • Solve puzzles, find clues and use your intuition to unlock the secrets of the Paradise Killer • From the secluded beach, to the eerie deserted areas, to
the mysterious caves to the dilapidated villas to the gothic forests, Paradise Killer is an entire world to discover and explore • Voice acting and a score by Japanese musicians, respectively • 60
and above unique and realistic locations; each with multiple paths to discover • Experience an interactive story with multiple possible solutions. • Integration of photos, music, and videos from
the real world (both Japanese and North American) About Mixtape Games Hi! I'm Taku, founder of Mixtape Games. Mixtape Games creates games for all to play. We are focused on creating
engaging and stylish games. Mixtape Games distributes games via mobile platforms, as well as through dedicated download portals, and social networks. We also provide custom game
development services, consultation services, and special events. Our full-time staff consists of game designers, artists, engineers, and various other related staff. We hope to continue creating
great games in the future.Johnstone P. Alexander Johnstone Petrie Alexander (June 29, 1842 – December 16, 1927) was an American newspaper publisher, lawyer, and politician who was the
chief sponsor in the New York State Senate of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Early life Alexander was born in Oxford, North Carolina on June 29, 1842. His father, Dr. Samuel
Alexander, and grandfather, Abraham Alexander were of Scotch-Irish and English descent, as was his wife, Susanna Rebecca, whom he married on December 17,

Features Key:
Clear interface FlightSim allows you to choose which text, images, sounds and music you want to use. If you want to use your own graphics, please refer to the Application Options in order to find the location of the original graphics before they are replaced.
Default text and controls for the map!
Equator projection
Equator top right
Visibility map radius 7.4°
Visibility radius of the lines 23.0°
Classification of altitudes 5°
Classification of latitudes 6°
Classification of longitudes 15°
Ground classification: lakes, lakes and water-filled depressions, water and small water-filled depressions, hills and mountains, forest and plateau, lakes and valleys
Land classification: plains, swamps and marshy areas, flooded areas, flatlands, grasslands, mountain ridges, forests, small cities
Ocean classification (the sea): barren water, ocean, islands, current, same as the land
Navigation
Navigation modes: dead reckoning navigation, textbook navigation,/ and navigation (visibility)
Calibration point recognition (navigation depends on the number of calibration points)
Minimal trapezoid field size: 3 × 3 = 9.6 km
Trajectory: manual, target driven (only manual is available by default but can be changed by the options in the Wireless settings), MPTF (uses, planner, distance, dead reckoning)
Helper, equator attitude (using the Earth rotation)
Underway: bypass the trajectory and return to the trajectory
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